Our ReliaTack™ articulating reloadable fixation device gives you superior performance — from many angles†,1

† Compared to the SECURESTRAP™ and SorbaFix™ absorbable fixation devices, when the shaft is angled at 30, 45, and 65 degrees.
Our ReliaTack™ device with standard purchase tacks delivers fixation that’s twice as strong as the SECURESTRAP™* and SorbaFix™* devices when the shaft is angled at 30, 45, and 65 degrees.†,1 And that’s just the beginning. Articulation delivers consistent perpendicular tack deployment. Plus, reloads can reduce the cost of the procedure.§,2,3

**SUPERIOR ACCESS**£,4

Articulation delivers perpendicular tack deployment and minimizes mesh shift during tacking.£,4,5 The ReliaTack™ device also:

- Provides consistent tack purchase when shaft is angled at 30, 45, 65, and 90 degrees¹
- May eliminate the need for contralateral ports£,4

†  Compared to the SECURESTRAP™* and SorbaFix™* absorbable fixation devices, when the shaft is angled at 30, 45, and 65 degrees.
§  Per case savings over the SECURESTRAP™* and SorbaFix™* devices when 30–60 tacks are needed.
£  Compared to AbsorbaTack™ fixation device.
**2X stronger fixation**\(^\dagger,1\)

**STRONGER FIXATION**\(^\dagger,1\)
Articulation and screw-like tacks deliver superior fixation strength.\(^1,1\) The ReliaTack™ device also provides fixation that is:

- Two times stronger than the SECURESTRAP™* device when the shaft is angled at 30, 45, and 65 degrees\(^1\)
- 90 percent stronger than the SorbaFix™* device when the shaft is angled at 30, 45, and 65 degrees\(^1\)

**$381 average savings per case**\(^\S,2,3\)

Articulation and interchangeable five- and ten-tack reloads may reduce cost of care.\(^\S,2,4\)

They can:

- Save up to $281 per case compared to the SECURESTRAP™* and SorbaFix™* devices\(^\S,2\)
- Save up to $100 per case by potentially eliminating contralateral ports\(^£,3,4\)
- Eliminate the need for multiple fixation devices thanks to the use of reloads\(^\‡,6\)

**LOWER COST OF CARE**\(^\S,2\)
Articulation and interchangeable five- and ten-tack reloads may reduce cost of care.\(^\S,2,4\)

They can:

- Save up to $281 per case compared to the SECURESTRAP™* and SorbaFix™* devices\(^\S,2\)
- Save up to $100 per case by potentially eliminating contralateral ports\(^£,3,4\)
- Eliminate the need for multiple fixation devices thanks to the use of reloads\(^\‡,6\)

\(\dagger\) Compared to the SECURESTRAP™* and SorbaFix™* absorbable fixation devices, when the shaft is angled at 30, 45, and 65 degrees.

\(\S\) Per case savings over the SECURESTRAP™* and SorbaFix™* devices when 30–60 tacks are needed.

\(\£\) Compared to AbsorbaTack™ fixation device.

\(\‡\) When 30–60 tacks are needed.
Our ReliaTack™ device and interchangeable absorbable reloads are packaged six per box.

One handle and three ten-tack standard purchase reloads (CODE: RELTACK3X10)

Ten-tack standard purchase reloads (CODE: RELTACK10R)

Five-tack standard purchase reloads (CODE: RELTACK5R)

Start improving performance while reducing costs. To order or learn more about the ReliaTack™ device, visit medtronic.com/reliatack or email your local Medtronic sales representative.

1. Based on engineering report #2165-029, ReliaTack™ device perpendicular tack deployment and shear pull. March 2014.
2. Based on ReliaTack™ device cost comparison, IMS data. Compares ReliaTack™ device total cost to SECURESTRAP™ and SorbaFix™ fixation devices when 30–60 tacks are needed.
3. Based on IMS trocar average selling price analysis. Evaluates average trocar cost.

Our comprehensive product portfolio can enhance your hernia repair procedures.
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